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Atomic Quantum Sensors are a key-technology for the ultra-precise monitoring of 
accelerations and rotations. These sensors evolved from a new kind of optics based on matter 
waves rather than light waves. Matter wave optics is still a young, but rapidly progressing science 
which recently generated sensational Nobel-prize awarded inventions such as laser cooling and 
atom lasers [1,2].  

The applications of atomic quantum sensors are truly interdisciplinary, covering diverse 
and important topics such as tests of fundamental physics, the realization of SI-units, prospecting 
for resources, GALILEO technology, environment monitoring and major Earth-science themes. 
Matter-wave sensors are therefore considered as one of the most promising fields to progress in 
metrology and fundamental tests.  
  In this talk, we report about the development of  a miniaturized and robust experiment 
using ultra cold atoms in a free fall environment as a test-bed for matter-wave interferometry on 
long timescales. More than 200 experiments were successfully performed in microgravity and a 
BEC was observed after free expansions of up to 1s [3]. The implementation of an atom 
interferometer operating with a Bose-Einstein Condensate was recently demonstrated (see figure 
below). Within the project, the next step is to operate a 2-species atom interferometer to perform 
a test of the Einstein’s Equivalence Principle. These experiments pave the way in the direction of 
utilizing the technology of matter-wave interferometry for future space missions.  
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ZARM drop tower facility in Bremen and the 
capsule containing the BEC experiment (left). 
The future QUANTUS-II capsule will be 
launched from a catapult. Hence, the time of 
free fall can be almost doubled. 
In the upper figure typical fringes observed 
after a 100 ms BEC interference experiment 
consisting in applying two π/2 pulses to split 
and recombine the atomic cloud.    
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